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In some online interactions, people use avatars to represent themselves and judge whether interaction partners
should be trusted. However, little is known about human accuracy in perceptions of avatar trustworthiness. We
conducted a two-stage study to investigate whether people are able to accurately judge trustworthiness in av
atars. In Stage 1, participants created avatars using avatarmaker.com and made decisions as trustees in an
incentivized trust game (N = 360 avatars). In Stage 2, a new group of participants (N = 315 raters) were pre
sented with avatars created in Stage 1; rated their trustworthiness; and made decisions about whether to trust
them. We observed three main results: First, there was a high level of consensus in perceptions of avatar
trustworthiness. Differences in trustworthiness judgments were mainly attributed to differences between avatars
(rather than differences between raters). Second, raters’ trust decisions were guided by their perceptions of
avatar trustworthiness. Third, perceptions of avatar trustworthiness were not associated with actual trustwor
thiness of avatar creators. People were not, on average, able to accurately identify the actual trustworthiness of
avatar creators from avatar appearance. Our results suggest that people erroneously rely on others’ avatar
appearance in online interactions.

Online platforms often allow users to create digital avatars to
represent themselves in online environments, and have been imple
mented in discussion forums (Donath, Karahalios, & Viegas, 1999);
peer-to-peer marketplaces (Whitty, Doodson, Creese, & Hodges, 2018);
online education (Petrakou, 2010); and online medicine (Javor, Rans
mayr, Struhal, & Riedl, 2016). Avatars also play a particularly important
role in immersive virtual worlds, such as World of Warcraft and Second
Life (Evans, 2012; Li, Van Nguyen, Cheng, & Teng, 2018; Schultze,
2010; Teng, 2017; Van Looy, 2015). In these online environments, av
atars represent one of the few cues to other users’ identities, and it is not
surprising that people rely on avatars to make inferences about the
personality traits of their creators. For example, online consumers use
sellers’ avatars to judge their trustworthiness, which, in turn, has a effect
on their buying intentions (Qiu & Benbasat, 2005; Wang & Fodness,
2010). While there is ample evidence that people judge others based on
their avatars, it is less clear whether they should rely on avatars as an
indicator of actual trustworthiness. The present research investigates
whether people can accurately judge trustworthiness in user-generated
avatars.

1. Perceptions of trustworthiness in human faces
While little is known about trustworthiness perception in avatars, the
question of how people judge trustworthiness from human faces has
attracted considerable attention. Trustworthiness detection occurs
quickly, requiring as little as 33 ms; this process is automatic and
effortless, and it occurs outside of conscious awareness (Bonnefon,
Hopfensitz, & De Neys, 2013; Engell, Haxby, & Todorov, 2007; Porter,
England, Juodis, Ten Brinke, & Wilson, 2008; Willis & Todorov, 2006).
People tend to agree about the specific facial features associated with
trustworthiness—that is, there is general consensus in face-based trust
worthiness judgments (Little, Jones, DeBruine, & Dunbar, 2013; Rule,
Krendl, Ivcevic, & Ambady, 2013; South Palomares & Young, 2018).
Impressions of trustworthiness from facial appearance are influenced by
both target characteristics and rater characteristics, with each explain
ing about 20% of the variance in trustworthiness perceptions (Hehman,
Sutherland, Flake, & Slepian, 2017).
Previous research has highlighted several distinct facial features
associated with perceived trustworthiness: For example, Zebrowitz,
Voinescu, and Collins (1996) found that babyfacedness, facial attrac
tiveness, facial symmetry, and eye size are all independently correlated
with perceived honesty. Additionally, Sofer, Dotsch, Wigboldus, and
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Todorov (2015) found that face typicality is positively associated with
trustworthiness. Jaeger, Wagemans, Evans, and van Beest (2018) found
that features related to physical health are also correlated with
perceived trustworthiness: unblemished faces are judged as more
trustworthy than blemished faces.
Perceptions of trustworthiness from facial appearance are important
as they influence a range of consequential social and economic behav
iors. For example, people are more willing to invest money in
trustworthy-appearing strangers, even when they have access to other,
more reliable informational cues (Eckel & Petrie, 2011; Jaeger, Evans,
Stel, & van Beest, 2018). Perceived trustworthiness can also influence
consequential legal judgments (Porter, ten Brinke, & Gustaw, 2010;
Wilson & Rule, 2015, 2016) and political voting behavior (Little, Rob
erts, Jones, & DeBruine, 2012).
Although perceptions of facial trustworthiness shape people’s re
actions and behaviors, there is disagreement regarding whether such
perceptions are accurate; that is, whether people can predict the trust
worthy behavior of interaction partners based on their facial appear
ances. The Realistic Accuracy Model suggests that perception is accurate
when four conditions are met. There must be information about the trait
being judged that is (1) relevant and (2) available to the judge; in turn,
the judge must then (3) detect this information and (4) utilize it when
making a judgment (Funder, 1995; Letzring, Colman, Krzyzaniak, &
Roberts, 2020, pp. 341–349).
Meeting these four conditions might be hard and, not surprisingly,
the literature is currently divided on whether accurate trustworthiness
judgments from facial appearance are possible. Some studies find that
people are able to accurately judge trustworthiness from photos at rates
slightly better than chance (Bonnefon et al., 2013; Lin, Adolphs, &
Alvarez, 2018; Little et al., 2013), whereas other studies show null re
sults (Eckel & Petrie, 2011; Efferson & Vogt, 2013; Rule et al., 2013). A
range of studies suggest that accuracy, if it is possible, can only be
observed under some conditions: For example, Bonnefon et al. (2013)
demonstrated that implicit, but not explicit, inferences of trustworthi
ness from photos are more accurate than random guessing. Verplaetse,
Vanneste, and Braeckman (2007) found that only photos taken at the
moment of making the decision to cooperate (or defect) in the prisoners
dilemma allow for accurate judgments. Finally, using photos of targets
from rural Senegal, Tognetti, Berticat, Raymond, and Faurie (2013)
found that French participants could correctly identify selfish men, but
not selfish women. Recent reviews of the existing literature conclude
that although people are sometimes better than chance at making
trustworthiness inferences from faces, this accuracy effect is small and
does not emerge consistently across different situations (Todorov,
2017).
How do perceptions of naturalistic faces differ from perceptions of
computer-generated faces? Research on photo-realistic avatars suggests
that people use similar strategies to judge the trustworthiness of natural
faces and avatars. For instance, infants distinguish between highlyrealistic avatars manipulated to appear trustworthy versus untrustwor
thy, and spend more time looking at trustworthy avatars (Jessen &
Grossmann, 2016; Sakuta, Kanazawa, & Yamaguchi, 2018). In addition,
implicit assessments of avatar trustworthiness activate some of the same
brain regions involved in the processing of human faces, such as the
amygdala, the insula, and the putamen (Todorov, Baron, & Oosterhof,
2008). Nonetheless, individuals find it harder to evaluate the trust
worthiness of avatars as opposed to photos of real people (Balas &
Pacella, 2017), suggesting that people might be less accurate at judging
trustworthiness in artificial faces.

create false online identities, sometimes with malicious intent (Lamp
here & Lucas, 2019). In designing or selecting their avatars, people are
often guided by an idealized version of the self, emphasizing the aspects
that they like about themselves and concealing or diminishing their
perceived weaknesses (Messinger et al., 2008, 2019; Vasalou, Joinson,
Bänziger, Goldie, & Pitt, 2008). The selection of avatar features is
further guided by specific goals. For instance, people might create
divergent avatars when they are motivated to explore new identities,
protect their privacy, avoid prejudice, or deceive others (Nowak & Fox,
2018). Similarly, the context of communication affects how online av
atars are constructed and used: Individuals make their avatars more
physically attractive in the dating environment (Vasalou et al., 2008)
and more competent-looking in learning environments (Schrader,
2019). The ability to create an idealized avatar –one that appears
attractive, competent, and unique to the user– is associated with the
experience of flow while using the avatar and user loyalty (Teng, 2017).
This flexibility in avatar selection and design could undermine
raters’ ability to accurately judge others’ trustworthiness from their
avatars. This prediction is consistent with the costly signaling perspec
tive. Costly signaling models suggest that avatar appearance should only
function as an honest (i.e., reliable) signal of trustworthiness when it is
easier for trustworthy individuals (vs. untrustworthy individuals) to
generate trustworthy-looking avatars (Gintis, Smith, & Bowles, 2001;
Smith & Bliege Bird, 2005). This is not the case with typical avatar
creation software; anyone can make a trustworthy-looking avatar,
meaning that avatar appearance is a form of cheap talk. Both trustworthy
and untrustworthy individuals can generate trustworthy-looking avatars
with the same level of ease, rendering avatar trustworthiness useless as a
signal of actual trustworthiness.
At the same time, recent studies show that, despite the great flexi
bility in avatar creator, individuals do not necessarily use it to send fake
signals about their identity. Arguably, the majority of people are averse
to engaging in outright deceptions (Shalvi, Dana, Handgraaf, & De Dreu,
2011); hence, people may represent themselves in a (mostly) truthful
manner when creating avatars. Existing studies demonstrate that in
dividuals often treat their offline identity as a starting point and transfer
some of their key physical or psychological characteristics to their av
atars (Koles & Nagy, 2012; Nowak & Fox, 2018). Moreover, people are
sometimes able to accurately judge others’ broad personality traits (e.g.,
the Big Five) from avatar appearance. For example, in a study using
avatars created for Second Life, Bélisle and Bodur (2010) found that
people correctly identify specific avatar cues related to the traits of ex
traversion and agreeableness (e.g., avatars with stylish hair were
correctly perceived to be created by more extraverted users; and
attractive and feminine looking avatars were correctly perceived to
belong to more agreeable users). In addition, Fong and Mar (2015)
found that people were able to judge extraversion, agreeableness, and
neuroticism from pixelated avatars from weeworld.com at a better than
chance level (with accuracy correlations from r = 0.10 to 0.24). Since
some of these traits are associated with trustworthy behaviors (Evans &
Revelle, 2008; Thielmann, Spadaro, & Balliet, 2020), it is possible that
people can evaluate others’ trustworthiness from avatars at a better than
chance level as well.
More generally, ecological approaches to social perception propose
that people should be sensitive to social stimuli that have adaptive value
(McArthur & Baron, 1983), meaning that people should be particularly
attuned to cues that can help them identify potential cheaters (Van Lier,
Revlin, & De Neys, 2013). People show evidence of pragmatic accuracy;
that is, they are able to make accurate inferences about others’ in
tentions and behaviors when those traits are relevant to perceivers’
goals (Gill & Swann, 2004; Swann, 1984). According to this line of
reasoning, people should be able to accurately recognize and utilize
relevant trustworthiness cues when interacting with online avatars,
since doing so will help users avoid manipulation and fraud, which are
particularly salient in online interactions (Akerlof & Shiller, 2015).

2. Perceptions of trustworthiness in user-generated avatars
While people have little power over their static facial features and
cannot easily alter their looks (e.g., changing the shape of their eyes or
the size of their nose), avatars give users greater freedom to control how
they appear to others in social interaction. Indeed, user sometimes
2
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3. The current study
The present study pursues three goals. First, we examine to what
extent individuals agree in their judgment of trustworthiness of avatars
(consensus effect). An existence of such an agreement would point to the
existence of commonly shared beliefs about what makes a usergenerated avatar appear trustworthy or untrustworthy. We use crossclassified random effects models (Hehman et al., 2017) to estimate the
proportions of variance in perceived avatar trustworthiness that could
be attributed to differences between avatars versus differences between
raters.
Second, we examine whether perceptions of avatar trustworthiness
influence trust behavior (reliance effect). While face-based trustwor
thiness judgments guide people’s reactions and behaviors towards
others in economic exchanges (Jaeger, Evans, et al., 2018; Jaeger,
Sleegers, Evans, Stel, & van Beest, 2018), it is not clear whether people
also believe that avatar appearance represents a reliable predictor of
user trustworthiness. We ask if people are more willing to trust the
owners of avatars they perceive as more (vs. less) trustworthy-looking.
Third, we explore whether judgments of avatar trustworthiness
correspond to the actual trustworthiness of avatar owners. In other
words, we ask whether people are able to detect trustworthiness based
on avatars at a better-than-chance level (accuracy effect). To examine
the accuracy effect, we estimate the correlations between the actual
trustworthy behavior of avatar creators and the average trustworthiness
ratings (and trust behavior) of raters. We ask if the avatars of trust
worthy targets are seen as more trustworthy and more likely to be
trusted.
To investigate these questions, we conducted a two-stage study. In
the first stage of the study, we asked participants to create online avatars
and make decisions as trustees in the trust game, which served as a
behavioral measure of their trustworthiness (Berg, Dickhaut, & McCabe,
1995). In the second stage, we recruited another sample of participants
to judge the trustworthiness of avatars obtained from the first stage and
make a series of incentivized trust decisions (using the same trust game
paradigm) with respect to each avatar owner.

Fig. 1. The set-up of the trust game. Participants in Stage 2 were assigned to
the role of Person A and made decisions about whether to transfer points to
players from Stage 1 based on their user-created avatars.

participants (80.84%) gave the correct answer to this instruction check.
Participants who answered the instruction check question incorrectly
returned slightly fewer points in the trust game (M = 30.75, SD = 19.15)
compared to participants who answered correctly (M = 35.54, SD =
20.07); however, this difference was not significant, t (378) = − 1.84, p
= .067. All participants were retained in our main analyses.
We used the strategy method, meaning that participants made de
cisions for both roles in the game (both Person A and Person B), and they
were informed that they would be randomly assigned to interact with
another participant from the study and that one (randomly selected)
decision – either in the role of Person A or Person B – would be used to
determine their bonus payment (our instructions were based off of the
materials from Peysakhovich, Nowak, & Rand, 2014). Only participants’
decisions as Person B (trustee) were relevant for the present analyses:
Player B decisions were used as a measure of behavioral trustworthiness.
After making their decisions, participants indicated their prior experi
ence with the game, using an 11-point scale ranging from 0 (“none”) to
10 (“a lot”).
In the next part of the study, participants were directed to the Avatar
Maker website (avatarmaker.com) and were asked to create avatars
representing themselves. The avatar builder allowed for multiple
changes to be made to avatars (e.g., face shape, skin tone, haircut,
eyebrow position, etc.), and participants were encouraged to explore
different customization options available on the website and to make
their avatars as detailed as possible (for examples, see Fig. 2). Partici
pants could customize a total of fourteen features (which had between 7
and 16 options each), as well as skin tone, eye color, hair color, and
clothing color.
On average, participants spent 222.64 s (SD = 187.29) on this task.
We received permission to use 374 avatars in Stage 2 (out of 380).
Eleven of those avatars were deemed unusable due to their incorrect file
format, default nature, or wrong source (e.g., participants uploaded the
wrong file), resulting in 363 avatars. Finally, to make sure that each
rater in Stage 2 of the study rated the same number of avatars, we
excluded the avatars of the last three participants so that the avatars
could be divided into six sets of 60, resulting in a total of 360 avatars.
After completing the avatar creation task, participants rated their
perceived similarity to the avatars (2 items: “The created avatar re
sembles me” and “I can be easily recognized from the created avatar”;
Cronbach’s α = 0.86) and indicated how much prior experience in
creating avatars they had (1 item: “I have a lot of experience with online
avatars”) using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“strongly agree”)
to 7 (“strongly disagree”); all responses were reverse-coded, so that

4. Method
Stage 1: Avatar Creation
Participants. A total of 380 US American participants were
recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) using Turkprime
(Litman, Robinson, & Abberbock, 2017). There were 227 men, 154
women, and 10 participants who did not indicate their gender. The
average age was 34.89 years (SD = 10.15). Over two thirds of partici
pants were White (71.7%), with the remaining participants identifying
as Black (8.1%), Asian (6.8%), Hispanic (4.7%), or other categories
(3.1%). In terms of education, most participants had completed a
four-year degree (44%) or attended some college (27.9%); of the
remaining participants, 14.4% had a (complete or incomplete)
high-school education and 13.3% had a (complete or incomplete)
graduate degree. Participants had moderate amounts of prior experience
with the trust game (M = 5.00 out of 10, SD = 3.06) and with online
avatars (M = 3.97 out of 7, SD = 1.88).
Materials and procedure. Participants learned they would be
matched with another anonymous participant and would make a deci
sion that would affect their and the other participant’s payoffs. Partic
ipants were then introduced to the trust game. They read that the game
had two roles, Person A and Person B, and took place in two stages: In
the first stage, Person A decides whether to transfer 25 points to Person B
(1 = transfer, 0 = no transfer); in the second stage, Person B chooses how
many points out of 50 to return to Person A, with each point being worth
$0.01 (see Fig. 1). Then, they answered a question that tested their
understanding of the trust game where they had to identify the correct
outcome for both players in a sample round of the game; the majority of
3
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Fig. 2. Examples of avatars with the highest and the lowest trustworthiness ratings as evaluated by participants from Stage 2.

rewards does not significantly affect trust behavior (Johnson & Mislin,
2011).
After being randomly assigned to one of the six avatar sets, partici
pants made decisions as Player A in 60 single-shot games. They were
informed that their interaction partners (represented by avatars) had
already decided how many points to return in the game. The avatars
were shown one at a time and remained on screen until decisions were
made; participants received no feedback about their decisions. After
completing the task, participants indicated the amount of their prior
experience with the trust game using an 11-point scale ranging from
0 (“none”) to 10 (“a lot”).
After participants made all of their trust decisions, they were shown
the same set of avatars again (presented in a random order) and asked to
evaluate each avatar’s trustworthiness on the scale from 1 (“not at all
trustworthy”) to 7 (“very trustworthy”). The avatars were shown one at
a time and remained on screen until a response was made. There were no
missing values except for one participant’s trust decision and trust
worthiness judgment of one of the 60 avatars.
Finally, participants indicated how much experience they had with
online avatars using a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (“none”) to 7 (“a lot”)
and provided basic socio-demographic information. Five randomly
selected participants were paid out based on one round of the game
(based on their decision and the decision of the partner). These bonuses
were paid out in Euros, rather than USD.
Sensitivity analyses. We conducted sensitivity analyses using G*
Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009) to estimate our study’s
power to detect the correlation between actual trustworthiness
(measured using the trust game) and average levels of perceived trust
worthiness. With our final sample of 360 avatars and α = 0.05, we had at
least 80% power to detect a correlation of r = 0.15 or greater and at least
95% power to detect a correlation of r = 0.19 or greater.

higher numbers would correspond to greater resemblance and more
experience. At the end, participants reported basic socio-demographic
information. Once the data collection for the study was completed, all
eligible participants (i.e., those who answered the instruction check
correctly) received bonus payments based on their decisions in the trust
game.
Stage 2: Raters
Participants. 315 first-year psychology students at Tilburg Univer
sity completed the study online for a partial course credit. We aimed to
recruit as many participants as possible over a two-week period of data
collection. There were 65 men, 253 women, and 6 participants who did
not report their gender; the majority of participants were White
(94.6%); and the average age was 19.96 years (SD = 2.22). Participants
had little previous experience with the trust game (M = 2.92 out of 10,
SD = 2.43) and were relatively inexperienced in using online avatars (M
= 2.56 out of 7, SD = 1.55).
Measures and materials. The avatars obtained in Stage 1 were
divided into six sets of 60 avatars, and participants in Stage 2 were
randomly assigned to evaluate one of these six sets. Thus, each avatar
was rated by 50–55 participants. Participants were invited to a labora
tory, where they were seated in individual cubicles. Participants were
informed that in this study, they would interact with 60 different in
dividuals represented by the avatars that they had previously created
and that each interaction would involve an economic decision. Partici
pants were asked to make a series of 60 decisions as Person A in the trust
game; the set-up of the game was the same as in Stage 1. Before making
their decisions, participants read the rules of the trust game and were
asked the comprehension question, with 275 (84.88%) participants
giving the correct answer. The rates of trust were comparable for par
ticipants who did (vs. did not) correctly answer the comprehension
question, t (318) = − 0.39, p = .70. Thus, all participants were retained
in the main analyses.
Participants were also informed that five people would be randomly
chosen to receive a bonus payment based on their decisions (and the
corresponding decisions of matched participants from Stage 1). Note
that only a subset of Stage 2 participants were paid based on their
choices, as meta-analyses of the trust game find that using probabilistic

5. Results
5.1. Descriptive statistics
Stage 1: avatar creators. Participants in the role of Person B
(trustee) returned an average of 34.63 out of 50 points (SD = 19.96).
The most common response was returning the full 50 points (56.2%),
4
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followed by returning 0 points (19.7%) and 25 points (15%). Par
ticipants were generally satisfied with the created avatars (M = 5.90
out of 7, SD = 1.16) and reported a relatively high degree of
resemblance of their avatars (M = 4.89 out of 7, SD = 1.56).
Stage 2: raters. Average trustworthiness ratings of avatars ranged
from 1.52 to 5.92 (M = 4.22 out of 7, SD = 0.88). The average trust
rate in Stage 2 was 57.2% across all trials. All participants trusted at
least once, with 23 participants (7.3%) always choosing to trust.
Comparison of samples. We compared the demographics and prior
experience of participants from the two stages of the study: There were
significantly more men in Stage 1 (59.5%) compared to Stage 2 (20.4%),
χ2 (1) = 107, p < .001; and Stage 1 participants were significantly older
(M = 34.89, SD = 10.15) than Stage 2 participants (M = 19.96, SD =
2.21), t (420.5) = 27.5, p < .001. Participants from Stage 1 also had
more prior experience with the trust game, MStage 1 = 5.00, SD = 3.06,
MStage 2 = 1.89, SD = 2.34, t (697.07) = 15.20, p < .001, and more prior
experience with online avatars, MStage 1 = 3.97, SD = 1.88, MStage 2 =
2.56, SD = 1.55, t (698.73) = 10.88, p < .001.

Fig. 3. The effects of perceived trustworthiness on trusting behavior.

5.2. Consensus in trustworthiness ratings

5.5. Robustness checks

Consensus in trustworthiness ratings was measured by estimating
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC; Hehman et al., 2017). We esti
mated a multilevel model with trustworthiness ratings as the dependent
variable, including random intercepts at the levels of raters and avatars.
The rater-ICC was 0.12, indicating that rater-level characteristics
accounted for 12% of the variance in trustworthiness ratings. The
target-ICC was 0.26, indicating that target-level characteristics
accounted for 26% of the variance in trustworthiness ratings.
Target-level characteristics accounted for more than twice as much
variance in ratings as rater-level characteristics.

We conducted two sets of robustness checks on the above analyses.
First, we conducted analyses excluding participants (from both stages of
the study) who did not pass the instruction check questions. Second, we
excluded participants in Stage 2 who had extreme behavior in the trust
game (i.e., those who chose trust in every trial of the game). Neither
exclusion impacted our results. The full details of these analyses are
reported in the supplemental materials.
5.6. Exploratory analyses: the effects of avatar-creator and rater
characteristics on trust

5.3. Trustworthiness judgments and trust behavior

Finally, we examined the effects of avatar-creator and rater charac
teristics on raters’ trustworthiness judgments and trust decisions. Cor
relations of these variables are reported in Table 1 (avatar-creator
characteristics) and Table 2 (rater characteristics). We estimated
multilevel models of trustworthiness judgments and (binary) trust de
cisions as dependent variables. The models included avatar creator
characteristics (gender, age, experience with the trust game, and expe
rience with avatar creation, avatar satisfaction, and avatar resemblance)
and rater characteristics (gender, age, experience with the trust game,
and experience with avatars) as predictors. All of the predictors (except
for gender) were z-scored. The models also included random intercepts
at the levels of avatars and raters. The results are reported in Table 3.
We highlight key results from the above analyses: First, female (vs.
male) avatars were perceived as more trustworthy and were trusted
more. Second avatar satisfaction was negatively associated with
perceived trustworthiness and trust, while avatar resemblance was
positively associated with both outcomes. Finally, women were gener
ally less trusting than men, and raters with greater experience with
avatars were more likely to perceive avatars as trustworthy (though this
did not translate into an increase in trusting behavior).

Our second set of analyses examined the relationship between raters’
trustworthiness judgments and their trust decisions. We estimated a
multilevel logistic regression with trust as the dependent variable (1 =
trust; 0 = distrust) and perceived trustworthiness as a predictor (zscored). The model also included random intercepts estimated at the
levels of raters and targets, and random slopes estimated at the level of
raters. There was a positive effect of perceived trustworthiness on
trusting behavior, b = 1.17, SE = 0.052, p < .001, Odds Ratio = 3.22. An
increase of +1 SD in avatar trustworthiness was associated with (more
than) a threefold increase in the odds of trust. At the same time, there
was also variability in the effects of perceived trustworthiness across
participants (between-person variance in random slopes = 0.56, SD =
0.75). The estimated effects of perceived trustworthiness on trust
behavior are illustrated in Fig. 3.
5.4. Accuracy of trustworthiness judgments
Next, we estimated the correlation between the perceived trust
worthiness of each avatar (measured in Stage 2 and averaged across the
raters) and trustworthy behavior in Stage 1 (as measured by partici
pants’ decisions to return the points in the trust game). There was no
significant correlation (r = − 0.01, p = .809), indicating that participants
from Stage 2 were not able to accurately judge others’ trustworthy
behavior based on their avatars. The same result emerged when corre
lating raters’ trust decisions for each avatar (measured in Stage 2 and
averaged across the raters) and actual trustworthiness of avatar creators
(measured in Stage 1). Participants were equally likely to trust avatar
creators who were high and low in trustworthiness, r = 0.00, p = .959.
These results demonstrate a lack of accuracy in avatar-based trustwor
thiness judgments.

Table 1
Correlations of avatar-creator characteristics.
1. Trustworthiness
2. Gender
3. Age
4. Avatar satisfaction
5. Trust game experience
6. Avatar experience
7. Avatar resemblance

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.03
0.20
0.07
0.07
-0.08
-0.04

0.17
0.15
-0.09
-0.03
0.14

-0.04
0.03
-0.18
-0.10

-0.08
0.19
0.49

0.12
-0.10

0.21

Note: Correlations significant at p < .05 are highlighted in bold.
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shared set of cues to judge if an avatar is trustworthy or not.
Second, we examined whether perceptions of avatar trustworthiness
have downstream consequences for raters’ trust decisions. We found
that raters’ trust was largely shaped by their perceptions of avatar
trustworthiness. People use the appearance of avatars as a basis for
making trust decisions in anonymous online interactions, mirroring the
effects of facial appearance on trust in offline interactions (Jaeger,
Evans, et al., 2018) Note that there was also variability in the extent to
which people relied on avatar appearance as a basis for trust decisions.
Some people may have greater trust that avatars are honest reflections of
their creators; or people may differ in their perceived ability to judge
actual user trustworthiness from their avatar appearance.
Finally, even though raters showed agreement in judging avatar
trustworthiness and heavily relied on this judgment when making trust
decisions, participants’ judgments were not rooted in reality. Raters’
judgments of avatar trustworthiness were not associated with the actual
trustworthy behavior of avatar creators. Similarly, raters were not
significantly more likely to trust avatars whose creators were actually
more trustworthy. These results are in line with models of costly
signaling, which suggest that honest signals of trustworthiness have
lower costs for trustworthy than untrustworthy individuals (Gintis et al.,
2001; Jordan, Hoffman, Nowak, & Rand, 2016; Smith & Bliege Bird,
2005; Van de Calseyde, Evans, & Demerouti, 2020). In online in
teractions like the one featured in the present study, the “costs” of
creating trustworthy-looking avatars are the same for trustworthy and
untrustworthy individuals, rendering avatar appearance an unreliable
signal of trustworthiness.
The present findings have practical implications for online user
behavior. From the developer’s perspective, our findings show that
people can and will use avatar appearance as a basis for judging trust
worthiness in strangers. In peer-to-peer markets, such as Airbnb and
Ebay, platforms that use avatars (instead of real photos) may be more
appealing for users who are subject to appearance-based discrimination
(Ert & Fleischer, 2019). At the same time, from the user’s perspective,
our findings suggest that it is better not to hold too much confidence in
judgments of trustworthiness based on avatar appearance. Instead, it is
better to search for cues that are better predictors of trustworthiness,
such as user reviews and ratings from previous interactions (Teubner
et al., 2017).

Table 2
Correlations of rater characteristics.
1. Average trust
2. Gender
3. Age
4. Trust game experience
5. Avatar experience

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.16
-0.01
0.08
0.13

-0.12
-0.19
-0.24

-0.02
-0.06

0.36

Note: Correlations significant at p < .05 are highlighted in bold.
Table 3
The effects of avatar-creator and rater characteristics on trustworthiness judg
ments and trust decisions.
Trustworthiness
judgments
b
Intercept
¡0.27
Avatar-creator characteristics
Gender (female
0.27
= 1)
Age
0.03
Experience with
0.00
trust game
Experience with
0.00
avatars
Avatar
¡0.08
satisfaction
Avatar
0.15
resemblance
Rater characteristics
Gender (female
− 0.06
= 1)
Age
0.00
Experience with
0.02
trust Game
Experience with
0.05
avatars

Trust decisions

SE

p

b

SE

p

0.14

.05

0.97

0.44

.03

OR

0.06

0.43

0.10

0.01
− 0.01

0.05
0.05

<
.001
.85
.90

1.54

0.03
0.03

<
.001
.32
.88

0.03

.95

− 0.01

0.05

.86

0.99

0.03

.01

¡0.12

0.05

.03

0.89

0.03

<
.001

0.23

0.06

<
.001

1.26

0.06

.30

¡0.59

0.22

.01

0.55

0.02
0.02

.98
.48

0.04
− 0.07

0.09
0.09

.67
.45

1.04
0.93

0.02

.02

0.10

0.09

.28

1.11

1.01
0.99

Note: Coefficients significant at p < .05 are highlighted in bold.

6. Discussion
People rely on facial appearance to judge the trustworthiness of
strangers in economic exchanges (Jaeger, Evans, et al., 2018; Jaeger,
Sleegers, et al., 2018). In online interactions, faces are often replaced
with user-generated avatars. The use of avatars is common on social
networking platforms, online shops, dating websites, chatrooms, video
games, and immersive virtual worlds. In these environments, do people
rely on avatar appearance to make inferences about whether others are
trustworthy? We conducted a two-stage study to answer this question: In
Stage 1, participants created avatars and made decisions as trustors and
trustees in an incentivized trust game. In Stage 2, a new group of par
ticipants rated the avatars created in Stage 1 on trustworthiness and
made decisions about whether to trust them (in an incentivized trust
game).
First, we examined to what extent differences in perceived avatar
trustworthiness could be attributed to differences between raters versus
differences between avatars. Avatar characteristics accounted for 26%
of the variance in trustworthiness ratings, and rater characteristics
accounted for 12% of the variance. The results for avatar characteristics
are in line with studies of trustworthiness judgments of human faces,
where face characteristics account for 15–25% of the variance in trust
worthiness ratings (Hehman et al., 2017). Interestingly, studies on
trustworthiness perception in faces also showed face characteristics to
account for a larger portion of variance compared to rater characteristics
(Hehman et al., 2017). That is, we found a certain level of consensus in
trustworthiness ratings. Raters agreed on which avatars were trust
worthy and which ones were not. These results suggest that raters use a

6.1. Limitations and future directions
We found no evidence that people are able to judge others’ trust
worthiness at a greater than chance level based on their online avatars.
Is it possible that our study did not have enough power to detect the
accuracy effect? Sensitivity analyses showed we had at least 80% power
to detect a small accuracy effect, a correlation between perceived and
actual trustworthiness of r = 0.15 or greater, suggesting that power
might not be an issue. In addition, our sample of avatars (N = 360) was
substantially larger than samples used in previous studies examining the
accuracy of personality impressions in avatars (N’s = 99 and 103 ava
tars: Bélisle & Bodur, 2010; Fong & Mar 2015). Our sample of raters
(55–60 raters per avatar) was also considerably larger than needed to
obtain reliable measures of perceived trustworthiness (i.e., 20–30 raters
per stimulus; Hehman, Xie, Ofosu, & Nespoli, 2018).
However, differences between the participants recruited in the two
stages of our study (in terms of demographics and prior experience) may
have influenced our results. Stage 2 participants were university psy
chology students, and they were younger, more likely to be female, and
less educated than Stage 1 participants (who were recruited from
MTurk). While there are some studies suggesting age-related differences
in trustworthiness detection (Bailey et al., 2016; Castle et al., 2012), the
effects of demographics on trustworthiness detection tend to be small
and younger people are typically more accurate than older people when
judging trustworthiness from appearance. On the other hand, Stage 2
participants’ relative lack of experience with avatars and the trust game
6
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may have negatively affected their performance. Impression formation
is generally more accurate in familiar (vs. unfamiliar) contexts (Gill &
Swann, 2004; Swann & Gill, 1997), though there is (as-of-yet) no clear
evidence that prior experience helps people to detect trustworthiness
from physical experience (Todorov & Oh, 2021).
A lack of accuracy in trustworthiness perceptions from avatars in our
study is consistent with previous research on lack of accuracy in trust
worthiness perception from faces (Eckel & Petrie, 2011; Efferson & Vogt,
2013; Rule et al., 2013). At the same time, people are able to accurately
detect broad traits (e.g., the Big Five) in avatars (Bélisle & Bodur, 2010).
Arguably, accuracy is more likely to be observed for personality traits
(which represent stable patterns of a wide range of behaviors) compared
to one-shot measures of behavior. In addition, morally relevant traits
(such as trustworthiness) could be particularly hard to detect accurately
from minimal cues (e.g., avatars), since most people are highly moti
vated to appear moral to others. This reasoning is consistent with
existing research on the accuracy of personality perceptions in
well-acquainted others; accuracy is higher in visible and easy to observe
traits (e.g., extraversion) compared to less visible traits (e.g., agree
ableness or honesty-humility) (Lee et al., 2009).
Importantly, accuracy might also be improved when people have
more information about avatar creators, or the opportunity to interact
with avatars’ users (for example, in the context of a dynamic social
environment or online game). Representational richness influences both
confidence and accuracy in impression formation; people are better able
to accurately judge targets when they have known them for longer pe
riods of time and when their relationships are more involved (Swann &
Gill, 1997). Additionally, as static images often do not convey enough
information for accurate perception, accuracy is more likely to emerge
when people can dynamically observe targets (McArthur & Baron,
1983). For example, DeSteno et al. (2012) found that people were able to
predict accurately trustworthy intentions from the nonverbal behavior
of a robot avatar. However, in this study accuracy was only achieved
through dynamic cues that could be observed over time (e.g., avoidance
behavior, folding of arms).
It is also possible that, similar to trustworthiness perception from
faces (Verplaetse et al., 2007), people might be able to accurately detect
trustworthiness from avatars under certain conditions. For example, the
options provided by avatar creation programs could influence raters’
ability to accurately judge trustworthiness in avatars. It is possible that
trustworthiness detection would improve with the use of photo-realistic
(rather than cartoon-like) avatars. When making a cartoon-like avatar,
users may feel it is more acceptable to create a fictional appearance that
does not reflect a truthful representation of the self. Similarly, it is
possible that greater customization (allowing users to specify a larger
number of features) would allow users to create more truthful repre
sentations of themselves. In turn, trustworthiness detection may
improve if avatars are more faithful representations of their creators.
Finally, the context in which avatars are used could be important for
trustworthiness detection. In many contexts, avatars are specifically
created to transmit a trustworthy image, such as avatar sales agents in
online shops (Holzwarth, Janiszewski, & Neumann, 2006) or on dating
websites, making an accurate trustworthiness judgment even harder.
In our study, differences in trustworthiness perceptions could be
attributed to both differences between avatars and differences between
raters. What avatar and rater characteristics predict trustworthiness
ratings? Our exploratory analyses showed that raters consistently
believed female avatars to be more trustworthy than male avatars
(although this belief was not based in reality in the present study). This
finding is in line with prior studies showing that people are more willing
to trust women than men (Buchan, Croson, & Solnick, 2008; Garbarino
& Slonim, 2009). We hope that future studies will reveal what other
avatar features are associated with higher (or lower) perceptions of
trustworthiness.
Besides physical features of avatar appearance, we found that crea
tors’ perceptions of their avatars predicted raters’ trustworthiness

judgments. For example, raters were also more likely to trust avatars
from creators who felt that their avatars resembled them. We speculate
that avatars that were judged as having a high level of resemblance to
their owners were also more likely to have more human-like (vs.
cartoon-like) features (e.g., human-shaped rather than round buttonshaped eyes); and people associate humanness with trustworthiness
(Broadbent, 2017; Mathur & Reichling, 2009). At the same time, avatars
created by users who reported to be more (vs. less) satisfied with their
avatars were judged as less trustworthy. Potentially, creators were more
satisfied with their avatars if they managed to make them more creative
and original, which could have rendered them less human-looking,
resulting in lower trustworthiness perception. Finally, it is also
possible that a combination of avatar and rater characteristics could do a
better job explaining trustworthiness perception. For example, consis
tent with the similarity attraction perspective in social psychology
(Montoya & Horton, 2013), avatar-rater similarity could boost trust
worthiness perception. Indeed, one recent study showed that older in
dividuals were more open and trustful to their interaction partners when
their avatar’s age matched their partner’s avatar age (Lee, Xiao, & Wells,
2018).
7. Conclusion
User-generated avatars are a common way for people to interact in
virtual spaces. We found that people agree about the characteristics that
make an avatar seem trustworthy. Moreover, when people interact with
avatars, people heavily rely on their perceptions of avatar trustworthi
ness when deciding to trust avatar creators. However, perceptions of
avatar trustworthiness were not associated with the actual trustwor
thiness of avatar creators, suggesting that people lack the ability to
accurately judge trustworthiness in others’ avatars. Our results suggest
that people erroneously rely on superficial, avatar characteristics when
making trust decisions in online exchanges involving trust and
reciprocity.
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